REDEEMING YOUR BLOODLINE

Foundational Prayers for Breaking Generational Curses

From the Courts of Heaven

CHAPTER 9 - REPENTANCE

PRAYER

My FATHER YHWH in Heaven, I praise YOU with all of My heart and I lift up YOUR name. No one is like YOU, LORD of lords and GOD above all gods. I delight in what YOU do. And one day, every nation will worship YOU at YOUR Throne, LORD YHWH. Everybody will glorify YOUR Name because YOU are great and YOU work miracles. YOU, oh GOD ELOHIM, are GOD alone.

Today I ask YOU: Lead me more to live, think, and walk in YOUR ways. I want to live in complete alignment with YOU, without any compromise. I place my own ideas on YOUR Altar and I want to open myself up to YOUR truth and clarity. Where my heart and my thoughts wanted to elevate themselves against YOUR knowledge, I ask YOU: Give me the Fear of the LORD YHWH that will help me to put YOUR truth, revelation, and knowledge above everything else.

I praise YOU, YHWH, and I say that YOU are my ELOHIM. With all of my heart I will praise YOUR Name eternally. I am so eternally grateful to YOU. YOU have saved my soul from death and eternal condemnation and YOU want to help me destroy covenants of sin and death. I rejoice and I am delighted. I know that I can count on YOUR help and support. YOU help me to dispel everything so I can stand before YOU clean and Holy and fulfill everything YOU have called me to before the foundation of the world.

Today I declare before the visible and invisible world, just as on the day of my salvation: YOU have given YOUR only SON, so that everyone who believes in Him shall be saved. YHWH, I believe! I confess YAHUSHUA HA'MASHIACH, His Cross, and His Resurrection. There is no other god besides YOU. I believe in YOU and I stand in an eternal covenant with YOU. With YOUR help I now want to consciously separate myself
from everything that gives the enemy a right to hinder me because of my bloodline, and I enter into the full potential and blessing.

**PRAYER FOR PROTECTION**

FATHER YHWH, with everything I have and I am, I want to ask for protection from YOU alone. I consciously place myself under YOUR protection so that the enemy cannot harm me in any way. Because I make YOU a place of refuge in my heart, I become invulnerable just like being within a fortress. No matter what tries to attack me, YOU make sure that it cannot reach me. I want to be so close to YOU, that YOU Yourself become my dwelling place. I want to be so strongly aligned that YOU are like a rock in times of storm for me.

**PROTECTION OF THE FAMILY**

Today and especially in this time of bloodline prayer, I put myself and my family under the protection of the Blood of YAHUSHUA. In particular I put my children (say their names), including those yet to be born, under the protection of the Blood of YAHUSHUA. I say: YHWH GOD ELOHIM is our fortress! The enemy is not allowed to touch us. I put all thoughts, feeling, friendships, and relationships, under the protection of the Blood of YAHUSHUA. I pray that angels will bind an impenetrable wall around us. I bind every spirit of sickness, accident, strife, and understanding. YOU have no right here! We stand under the protection of the Blood of YAHUSHUA!

**PROTECTION OF RELATIVES**

FATHER YHWH, I ask YOU for my relatives who are saved and for those who are not yet saved, that they will be put under the protection of the Blood of YAHUSHUA. I pray that YOU would protect them, with YOUR great Grace and Love, where they cannot protect themselves.

**PROTECTION FOR EMPLOYEES**

I draw a bloodline around my workplace, my boss, and my colleagues. I put every job application, every job interview, and every possible initiation of an employment under the protection of the Blood of YAHUSHUA.

**PROTECTION FOR ENTREPRENEURS**

I draw a bloodline around my business, my business partners, my coworkers, and my employees. I draw a bloodline around our accounts and everything that is connected to them (tax adviser, accountant, laptop, tools, etc). I put all of our business plans and upcoming contracts under the Blood of YAHUSHUA, all contractors and everyone who is in touch with me.

**FINANCES, PROPERTY**

I proclaim the Blood of YAHUSHUA over my finances, my property and everything that belongs to me. My cars, my bank accounts, my credit and debit cards, and every investment. I proclaim the protection of the Blood of YAHUSHUA on our homes, pets, and on everything that belongs to us. The Blood of YAHUSHUA is the greatest power of
the universe.

In the name of YAHUSHUA every knee will bow, on the earth, in the earth, and under the earth. Every tongue must confess that YAHUSHUA HA'MASHIACH alone is LORD, and all bow to his rulership and authority. No power, no force of darkness, has the right and the possibility to gain access to our lives or anything that is connected to our lives.

CONFIRMATION AND RENEWAL OF MY DEDICATION
My FATHER YHWH, KING and JUDGE, I want to live the days of my life in the way YOU have planned and written it down in my Book of Life. I want every rebellion, every selfishness, and every lust of the flesh that is standing in my way against YOUR Perfect Will for my life to be removed. It is my desire that I will reach the desire and fulfillment for YOU alone, to live for YOUR Kingdom and Righteousness alone. According to Romans 12:1, by Faith I now present to YOU my whole body, my whole being as a living and well pleasing sacrifice. I determine today to live in a way that is pleasing unto YOU, seeking YOUR Kingdom first and YOUR Righteousness. In the name of YAHUSHUA, I ask YOU to destroy every fortress of reasoning and every knowledge that elevates itself against GOD in my life, because YOU are my SAVIOR. Beloved HOLY SPIRIT~RUACH HA'KODESH, I invite YOU into my heart. Please help me with the process of bloodline cleansing so that I will be transformed even more from glory to glory.

It is my heart's desire that YOU would glorify Yourself through me, YAHUSHUA, through my life and my deeds. My ELOHIM and my JUDGE, should there be sin in my life that I am not aware of, I now determine to dispel it from my life as soon as it comes to the light. Until then I ask YOU that YOU would cover and protect me with YOUR Grace where I have lived unconsciously in sin and trespasses. I ask YOU, YAHUSHUA, that these rights will be covered by YOUR Blood and will not give the accuser any right to attack. Please help me to recognize where there are accusations against me in my bloodline. My decision is firm. I submit every area under the protection of the Blood of YAHUSHUA and the Word of GOD ELOHIM. I will bring to fulfillment what YHWH promises in Colossians 2:14-15. I bring my life in total alignment with YOU and I say "Let Thy Will be done on earth as it is in Heaven." This is the alignment for my life.

CHAPTER 10 - TAKE OFF TOWARDS FREEDOM

PRAYER
FATHER YHWH in heaven, thank YOU that YOU are not a GOD of disorder, but a GOD of peace. Thank YOU that YOU do not waver in the midst of heavy storms, but remain in peace. I ask YOU that YOU would protect my circumstances and my life in the order of YOUR Kingdom during this time of bloodline prayer and beyond. Do not allow for any storms to come up that would hinder my breakthrough. No sickness, no relationship problems, no anger, frustration, and hopelessness. I bind any attack of the enemy on these time of prayer and cleansing, and I command him to stay within his boundaries. I am here and open up to this cleansing to glorify YOU in my life. As Isaiah said, I also want to say: YHWH, use me and send me.
PRAYER TO DISSOLVE BLOOD COVENANTS

Heavenly FATHER YHWH, I stand in YOUR presence to Repent and to receive forgiveness. I am aware of the fact that I may not have been present in person but that I am guilty with my forefathers because I was in their loins and therefore participated in the execution of all these cruelties as well. Heavenly FATHER YHWH, I Repent for the shedding of blood that I am aware of because of my historical knowledge. I Repent for the shedding of blood during the wars of the 20th century. I Repent for the shedding of blood during the first and second World Wars. During the Balkan War as well as all other wars that were caused by us Europeans and Westerners on all continents. I ask for YOUR forgiveness that I have added to the establishment of such a huge blood altar in the 20th century, the biggest blood altar humanity has ever seen. Forgive me, YHWH, and give me a heart of love, acceptance and passion, even for my enemies.

My ABBA FATHER, I also Repent for those wars that I do not know about because they are too far back in my past. Wars my ancestors were involved in and wars they have tolerated. I ask for YOUR forgiveness for every blood covenant all the way back to Adam. I Repent for myself and my ancestors on my mother’s and my father’s side all the way back to Adam. I confess that I am guilty of every war that my ancestors were involved and I ask for YOUR forgiveness. I Repent for abortions and sacrificing children Molech. FATHER YHWH, I ask for YOUR forgiveness for myself and my ancestors all the way back to Adam. ABBA, for this iniquity and these false covenants I receive what YAHUSHUA paid for with his completed work on the Cross. I cancel every contract we established consciously or unconsciously. I also do not want any profit that would be mine as a result of these covenants. I absolve myself from this treaty and all its rights and obligations and I receive the Redemption and forgiveness for those trespasses by the Blood of YAHUSHUA. YHWH, I claim the blood and the completed work of YAHUSHUA.

Righteous JUDGE, YOUR Word says that YAHUSHUA did not just come in water, but also in water and blood. I receive the Redemption and forgiveness of the trespasses through the Blood of YAHUSHUA according to YOUR riches in glory and YOUR Grace. With the offering of YAHUSHUA I was sanctified; perfect this work in me, YHWH, and make me complete. In full consciousness and by Faith I now leave all blood covenants of my forefathers all the way back to Adam and I decide to enter into a blood covenant with YAHUSHUA. My KING, I ask YOU that my name and the name of my ancestors will be erased from these blood covenants and altars. I ask YOU that from this moment on, all other accusations will be cleansed and judged on the basis of the Blood Covenant of YAHUSHUA.

SEED COVENANTS

Heavenly FATHER YHWH, YOU have given the instruction to the Israelites to be circumcised on the eight day as a sign of sanctification of heir seed and descendants for YOUR glory. Today I confess for myself and my ancestors, on my mother’s and father’s side, that we are guilty of not having dedicated our seed to YOU, but rather to the lust of the flesh. We have sinned, and I ask YOU for forgiveness of my sin and the sins of my forefathers all the way back to Adam. I Repent for any prostitution, perversion, ritual sexual practices, sodomy, homosexuality, sexual covenants and alters, polygamy,
adultery, incest, masturbation, and pedophilia. FATHER YHWH, I confess these things on my own behalf and on behalf of my bloodline, I plead guilty, and I ask for YOUR forgiveness. FATHER, these sins and trespasses go against my own body and against YOU and YOUR principles, YOUR Kingdom, and YOUR Holiness. My KING, I ask YOU to forgive me where I actively served at those alters and where I supported the expansion of the kingdom of darkness through it. Because those alters give the kingdom of darkness power and they are supposed to hinder the expansion of YOUR Kingdom. I ask YOU that the Blood of YAHUSHUA would wash away all guilt in my life and in my bloodline. I do not want to have anything to do with it.

YHWH, wherever my name is written on those alters I ask YOU to erase my name from those alters. No matter where on earth or in heavenly regions they may be. Wherever my DNA may be connected to these alters, I ask YOU to release me through the precious Blood of YAHUSHUA. I ask for YOUR forgiveness for every trading platform on which I offered my seed and where I knowingly, and through my own decision and will, participated in that trade. FATHER YHWH, I confess that this trade is not a righteous trade, and this trade is a twist and is undermining YOUR Love, Grace, and Mercy. Forgive this unrighteous trading of my seed and the seed of my forefathers all the way back to Adam. I ask for YOUR forgiveness where my ancestors have entered trades, where our seed was consciously sold to the devil. FATHER YHWH, I confess that this trade is not a righteous trade, it undermines YOUR Love, Grace, and Mercy. Forgive this unrighteous trade with my seed and the seed of my forefathers all the way back to Adam. By Faith I now claim YOUR forgiveness in the Blood of YAHUSHUA. I receive my justification by YAHUSHUA HA'MASHIACH and his sacrifice. Righteous JUDGE, I ask YOU to refuse admittance of any accusations of the accuser that he would bring forth on the foundation of sexual covenants as well as seed covenants. I ask YOU the basis of the Righteousness and the sacrifice of my Kinsmen Redeemer YAHUSHUA HAMASHIACH that these accusations will be repelled and that the accuser will be rejected by the Blood of YAHUSHUA and the testimony of His mouth.

I ask YOU with all my heart: make me a living sacrifice on YOUR altar, which is a sacrifice that is pleasing to YOU. Change me so that I and my life will become a well pleasing offering to YOU so that I will bring honor, praise, and worship that will ascend to YOU as a well pleasing aroma. My GOD ELOHIM and my KING, I vow to YOU and I proclaim before the visible and invisible that my life, my seed, and my trading, belongs to the FATHER, SON, and HOLY SPIRIT~RUACH HA'KODESH. My covenant is with YHWH and with YHWH alone. My life serves the glorification of YAHUSHUA HAMASHIACH, His Cross, and His Resurrection. I pray that all DNA in my blood and in my cells will come into alignment with the creational order of YHWH GOD ELOHIM. Come back to your first estate that GOD ELOHIM had planned for you from before the foundation of the world. THANK YOU, my LORD and my KING, that YOU have cleansed me and that YOU have declared YOUR forgiveness toward me and that because of the Blood of YAHUSHUA, YOU Judge on my behalf.

THANK YOU, FATHER YHWH, for the freedom YOU have given me, and allowed me to step into now.
WORD AND MEAL COVENANTS
YHWH, I plead guilty for all the word and meal covenants with other gods that my ancestors and I have entered all the way back to Adam. ABBA FATHER, I ask for YOUR forgiveness that we have used our words like swords hurting people. I ask for YOUR forgiveness where we put curses on our lives and on the lives of others. YOU have given us a mouth to bless, forgive, and heal. But we have used it to give room to our anger, bitterness and to our own lust. FATHER YHWH, forgive us where we have received words and curses that have released negative things in our lives. I Repent where I have been in agreement with them and where I thereby have entered into a word covenant.

FATHER, today I want to resolve those word covenants and I want to be in agreement with YOUR words covenants only. I detach myself from every wrong word and declaration, every curse and every wrong word covenant of myself and my ancestors all the way back to Adam. I dismiss this covenant with YOU. I pray that the Blood of YAHUSHUA will discharge me completely from these covenants and their effects. I break the power of those word covenants over my life in YAHUSHUA's name.

I know that YOU, LORD YHWH, have thoughts of peace and welfare for me and that YOU only have covenants of wellbeing for me. YOUR Words give me hope and a good future. Forgive me, ABBA FATHER, where I and my ancestors have entered meal covenants that were not celebrated to honor YOU. Where we considered ourselves to be Christians yet we participated unworthily at the table of the LORD, I ask for YOUR forgiveness. I Repent for every meal covenant and every participation at the table of demons that we have participated at ceremonies of false gods. FATHER, forgive me where I ate raw meat and drank the blood of animals. Forgive me for participating in cannibalism and the exchange of arms with other gods and worshippers of false gods. FATHER, I thank YOU for the power of the Blood of YAHUSHUA HAMASHIACH in my life. This Blood destroys every word and meal covenant that held me and my descendants in captivity. I pray that the DNA in my blood and in my cells will come into alignment with the Word of GOD. Come back into your original estate that GOD ELOHIM has planned for you from before the foundation of the world!

I proclaim to the visible and invisible world that I have died with YAHUSHUA through my baptism. Therefore, every evil word and meal covenant that has been established by me and my family all the way back to Adam is cancelled. In CHRIST I have risen to newness of life. Through YAHUSHUA I have become a New Creation. Old things have passed and new things have come. With the Covenant through CHRIST, I step into a new future of blessings and favor. I thank YOU, YHWH, for the powerful Blood of YAHUSHUA HAMASHIACH.

SALT COVENANTS
Heavenly FATHER YHWH, Righteous JUDGE, my final request now is the dissolving of the fourth of those major covenants that I know from YOUR WORD. I ask for YOUR forgiveness that I and my ancestors entered salt covenants that gave the enemy rights to negatively influence my priesthood, my kingship on the earth and at the same time empower the kingdom of the enemy. I admit being guilty of having entered salt covenants on heights, regions, nations, and continents. I admit my guilt to having
established a false priesthood and kingdom, which was not established as part of YOUR Kingdom, but it served my passions, my selfishness and my flesh.

I declare before the visible and invisible world that I do not want to have anything to do with these covenants. I ask for the resolving of those covenants on the basis of my confession, my Repentance, and my Righteousness through the Blood and the Cross of YAHUSHUA. My KING, I ask for the cleansing of my bloodline from every evil salt covenant all the way back to Adam.

FATHER YHWH, I come to YOU through YAHUSHUA, who is the mediator of the New Covenant and in whom the Blood of sprinkling speaks better than the blood of Abel. In full awareness and out of my free will I have decided to step into the Covenant of the Blood of YAHUSHUA, and I claim it for the rest of my life and the life of my descendants. Work inside me according to YOUR Perfect Will and transform me to be salt on the earth that is not flavorless, but salt that YOU use to establish an eternal Covenant on the earth.

I ask YOU, YHWH, that all DNA in my blood and in my cells will come into alignment with the Word of GOD ELOHIM our Creator. Come back into the first estate that YHWH had planned for you from before the foundation of the earth. LORD YHWH, use me to do YOUR Perfect Will and to expand YOUR Kingdom so that it will be on Earth as it is in Heaven. Righteous JUDGE, I THANK YOU that YOU have removed every salt covenant and every resulting curse from me. I LOVE YOU!

CHAPTER 11 - TYPICAL FOR EUROPEANS

PERSONAL CONFESSION OF GUILT FOR MYSELF AND MY ANCESTORS
My beloved FATHER in Heaven, I come before YOU and I Repent for myself and my ancestors on my mother’s and father’s side all the way to Adam where we entered a covenant with Baal. I ask for YOUR forgiveness that we chose Baal as our lord, king, husband and god. I plead guilty for the establishing of those covenants and for the fact that our lives and the lives of our descendants were given in to his hands and possessions.

REQUEST TO DIVORCE BAAL
My LORD and KING, by Faith I step into the heavenly court and I ask YOU to divorce me, my life and my descendants from Baal and all his rights. YHWH, I ask that all claims of ownership from Baal on my life will from this moment be denied. I do not want a covenant with Baal. I do not want to serve him. I ask for a divorce through the Blood of YAHUSHUA. I ask YOU to put a dividing bloodline between me and every altar of this covenant with Baal.

Today I submit myself fully to YAHUSHUA HA’MASHIACH. I consciously decide to be in Covenant with YAHUSHUA HA’MASHIACH alone until death, and to serve Him for all eternity. I testify here and now that YAHUSHUA HA’MASHIACH is my LORD and SAVIOR who has paid a much higher price for me and my descendants. He has purchased me with a high price, and today and forever He is my LORD, my REDEEMER, my OWNER, my KING, and I have no other god besides YHWH GOD.
ELOHIM. I do not want to serve any other god. I give myself and everything that belongs to me as His possession for all eternity.

**AFFIRMATION OF THE GOD-GIVEN DIVORCE**
I thank YOU, GOD ELOHIM, for this divorce, I declare before the natural and spiritual world that I have been divorced from Baal as my king, lord, god, and husband. For now on neither I nor my descendants, nor my possessions, nor anything that is connected to me is in any covenant with Baal, because I am no longer subject to him, I do not owe him anything. We have been divorced.

**RESOLUTION OF THE EFFECTS OF THOSE COVENANTS**
My KING, my LORD, my GOD ELOHIM, on the basis of my Repentance and my conscious divorce from Baal, I ask YOU to redeem me from any effect of these covenants with Baal. I ask YOU to erase every claim of Baal on my life and declare it as illegal. I used to be afar off, but through YAHUSHUA I have been purchased with a high price, and through the Blood of CHRIST I have come close to GOD ELOHIM.

My righteous JUDGE, on the basis of Colossians 1:21-22 I plead that I will be taken out of every connection and every claim of Baal on my life. I plead that Baal and all of his claims will be brought to nothing forever. ABBA FATHER, I confess that I and my ancestors all the way back to Adam were once estranged from GOD ELOHIM, being His enemies in our minds and through our evil deeds. However, in the body of His flesh and participating of the death of YAHUSHUA I have become Holy, Justified and without blame before YOU because I cling to YOU by Faith and because I am determined to remain firm.

**DECLARATION OF THE NEWNESS OF MY LIFE**
I confess before the visible and invisible world that I belong to YOU, YAHUSHUA HAMASHTIACH, and to YOU, HOLY SPIRIT–RUACH HA’KODESH, and to YOU, my GOD ELOHIM, FATHER YHWH. I have decided to give myself to YOU—everything that belongs to me and everything that I will ever have without holding anything back. My Covenant is with YOU and with YOU alone. YOU are and remain for all eternity my LORD and KING, my YHWH GOD ELOHIM. I want to belong to YOU alone now and forevermore. Amen.

**EUROPEAN GODS**
FATHER YHWH, in YOUR presence and in the presence of the Church of the firstborn, the Spirits of the righteous men made Just, the HOLY SPIRIT–RUACH HAKODESH, and YAHUSHUA HAMASHTIACH the Redeemer of the New Covenant, I have decided to be divorced from all gods and idols to become His possession alone. FATHER YHWH, I ask YOU for forgiveness for myself and my entire family line, for every covenant that we entered with other gods where we worshipped them, glorified them, and brought offerings to them. I recognize my iniquity and the trespasses of my forefathers all the way back to Adam. I Repent for his unfaithfulness and today I ask YOU to execute and confirm my divorce from those idols. My KING, I divorce myself from all idols and figures resembling gods, from giants, and from all covenants belonging to them including their effects on my life and the lives of my descendants.

YHWH, I claim that all gods and demons have to bring their claims and accusations to make them public, so that I and my bloodline can be redeemed from them by the testimony of my mouth and the Blood of YAHUSHUA. FATHER YHWH, I also ask YOU that all claims and accusations that are being brought forth from other gods will be claimed now or that they will remain silent forever. My KING, I ask YOU to confirm this divorce and the Redemption of my bloodline through the Blood of YAHUSHUA HAMASHIACH as well as this new covenant I stepped into. Seal my Redemption from all Roman, Greek, Slavonic, Illyrian, Lusitanian, Etruscan, Hungarian, Samoan, Finnish, German, Arabian, Egyptian, Babylonian, and Islamic idols. I ask YOU and I pray that every effect of these gods on my life and the life of my bloodline will henceforth be considered illegal and declared as such.

FATHER YHWH, I ask YOU that YOU would release me from any perverted cosmic influence from the stars, the planets, the natural and the supernatural world. Release me from the weather and its influence on me. Release me from the moon and its influence on my sleep and rhythm of life. Redeem me from false covenants with the earth and their influence on my health. ABBA, I ask YOU to redeem me through the Blood of YAHUSHUA HAMASHIACH, from every area of influence of the enemy and gods who had legal rights in my life due to those old covenants.

My LORD YHWH, I come in agreement with YOUR WORD and I say that my citizenship is in Heaven and I am a citizen of Heaven. I have placed myself completely under YOUR Government, Power, and Authority. I confess that it is no longer I that lives, but CHRIST who live in me. I declare that the accusations of false Idols, who are not GOD ELOHIM, have to be more powerful than the Grace of the Blood and Cross of YAHUSHUA HAMASHIACH to surround me and my bloodline. But in Faith and firm affirmation I confess - those gods do not exist. FATHER YHWH, I thank YOU for YOUR Grace, Goodness, Mercy, and Redemption. I thank YOU that YOU have put all gods into their boundaries and that YOU have bound them up with iron chains. Amen.
ALTARS
FATHER YHWH, I Repent for myself, my family and my ancestors all the way back to Adam where we brought offerings at the altars and temples of Europa. I ask for YOUR forgiveness for any place where we looked for financial success in those temples and where our economy was sustained by it. YHWH, I ask for YOUR forgiveness, and I confess being guilty to having received and accepted these teachings, the order of these idol altars and temples, and where we made them all our own. Please forgive us where we received, tolerated, and participated in the teaching of the Nicolaitans. I ask for YOUR forgiveness that my ancestors received those teachings for the sake of their economic or social success.

FATHER, I Repent for all these attitudes and actions and I ask YOU to forgive us. I Repent for every offering that we have brought at the altar in the temple of Europa. YHWH, I ask YOU to erase my name from the altars of Stonehenge, the Zeus temple, the altar of Pergamum, and from all temples and altars whether they are known today or not. I plead guilty to having mixed YOUR truth and laws with idolatry. I ask for YOUR forgiveness for where my ancestors and myself have not separated ourselves from this blasphemy, but simply added Faith to the existence paganism and idolatry. Please forgive me for any participation and partaking at the altars and temples of Europa. I confess today and for all eternity, YOU are the only GOD who has created the heavens and the earth.

My KING, YOU are the only GOD who existed from all eternity and who will remain forever. There is no one else like YOU who is worthy of out worship, adoration and honor. YHWH, I am a part of YOUR Church and Ecclesia that YAHUSHUA HAMASHIACH redeemed for Himself by His Blood. I divorce every fellowship and partaking in the temples of Europa and I proclaim that I have decided to be in fellowship with the saints. This is why I walk in the Light, like YOU are in the Light, and the Blood of YAHUSHUA YOUR SON, cleanses me from every sin. My KING, I receive the purification and sanctification through the Blood of YAHUSHUA and I ask YOU to detach me from all those temples and altars and cause me to become a clean, Holy, and pleasing temple of the HOLY SPIRIT~RUACH HA'KODESH.

FREEMASONRY
Heavenly FATHER, I Repent for the participation in networks that wanted to claim world government instead of acknowledging the earth as YOUR property. I ask for YOUR forgiveness for my natural and spiritual participation in freemasonry and all humanistic ideas that are revolting to YOU. Oh LORD YHWH, I Repent for where my forefathers, all the way back to Adam, trusted in man-made systems inspired by the methods and systems of darkness instead of believing YOU and laying our lives down for YOU. I confess guilt to having denied charity and exploited other people in order to lead a comfortable, debauched life at their cost. I ask for the resolving of these contracts and covenants of freemasonry. I Repent for the exploitation of people and the third-world and for their enslavement so I can get luxury goods. Forgive me where I exchanged my life for a life of debauchery instead of a life for the spreading of the Gospel. I plead guilty for having accepted covenants and contracts of freemasonry that promised success, status, safety, and riches to me.
I Repent for this selfishness and for the greed of any ancestors. LORD, I ask for YOUR forgiveness and the resolving of any contracts or covenants with any freemasonry lodge.

As I step now on the Sea of Glass I accept the trade of the Blood of YAHUSHUA to take my life for Himself. Please release me from the ‘gambling table’ of freemasonry and the illuminate and placed me on the foundation of the Cross of YAHUSHUA HA’MASHIACH into the Kingdom of His Light and His Love. I renounce every contract and covenant, promises and networks of freemasonry, including all privileges as well as every inheritance connected to it in the name of YAHUSHUA. I decide to receive the inheritance of YAHUSHUA HA’MASHIACH and whatever may be connected to it. FATHER YHWH, I claim the blood and sacrifice of YAHUSHUA HA’MASHIACH and I ask YOU that every inheritance and every connection to freemasonry will be cancelled from my life. My LORD, I claim to be judged according to first Peter 2:24 and to be released from any form of freemasonry through the confession of my sin I have completely accepted the sacrifice of YAHUSHUA HAMASHIACH. He has taken my sins to the Cross so that I would die to my sins here and now and live unto Righteousness. My LORD and KING, I thank YOU for YOUR Righteous Judgement. My divorce from freemasonry, and for the rejection of every accusation of my accusers in regard to freemasonry.

CHAPTER 12 - DIFFERENT RELIGIONS

PRAYER TO CONFIRM MY CITIZENSHIP IN HEAVEN
FATHER YHWH and KING YAHUSHUA, I confess before the visible and invisible world that I am not first of all a citizen of my nation. My citizenship is in Heaven from where I expect YAHUSHUA my SAVIOR. He will transform my body of humiliation and bloodline that it may conformed to the body of YAHUSHUA’s Glory according to the working by which He is even able to subdue all things to Himself. ABBA FATHER, I want to be judged and released according to YOUR justice and Righteousness on the foundation of my Heavenly Citizenship and the inheritance that is mine as a result of it and to which the Blood of YAHUSHUA enables me.

REPENTANCE FOR CHARACTER TRAITS THAT OPPOSE THE KINGDOM OF GOD
ABBA FATHER, I Repent of every attitude and character trait that I and my family have allowed, cultivated, and passed on for centuries. I Repent for abuse, pride, humanism, racism, rebellion, and perfectionism. I ask for YOUR forgiveness where these things have harmed the expansion of the kingdom and where we have rejected, disrespected, and expelled numberless people, including ourselves. I ask for YOUR forgiveness for bitterness, hatred, rage, and anger, and where I justified it, even though I knew that those are not Holy characteristics. FATHER YHWH, forgive me where I allowed this hatred toward my family, my friends, and also toward my enemies and opponents. I plead guilty for having judged people who were not in agreement with me. People from other cultural circles, different religion, nations, and convictions, as well as different social statuses. FATHER YHWH, on the basis of my confession I ask YOU to make me to be conformed to YAHUSHUA, who acted with Love, Grace and acceptance without having received anything beforehand.
ABBA, make me like YOUR SON YAHUSHUA, and reject the accusations of the enemy on the basis of me pleading guilty and the Redemption of the Sacrifice of YAHUSHUA.

RELIGION
FATHER YHWH, I ask for YOUR forgiveness for the dead fruit that my Faith and the Faith of my family have brought forth. I Repent for where I placed higher significance on a denomination or a tradition than to the Word of GOD ELOHIM, the Bible, and the living Faith of YAHUSHUA HAMASHIACH, or the guidance of the HOLY SPIRIT~RUACH HA'KODESH and the river of the fresh water of the Spirit. FATHER YHWH, I ask for YOUR forgiveness wherever I placed greater significance on denominations and their shape than on YOUR Truths. I separate myself from unbiblical teachings and structures of Catholicism and Protestantism. I also separate myself from false teaching and structures of Lutherans, Orthodoxy, Anglicans, and every other denominations. Baptists, Adventists, Pentecostals, Charismatics, Quakers, Methodists, Mennonites, Pietists, and every other Christian or non-Christian denomination. ABBA FATHER, help me to see the greatness of YOUR Kingdom and to not be limited by man-made institutions. I am part of the victorious Ecclesia here on earth and I do not want to get stuck in belief or thought patterns of any denomination.

COVENANTS THROUGH FORNICATION WITH ANIMALS AND DEMONS
FATHER YHWH, I confess my sin and the sin of my ancestors all the way back to Adam for every form of covenants with demons and vampires. We are guilty of all kinds of perversion and detestable things and practices with animals, demons, spiritual beings, and vampires. I ask for YOUR forgiveness for all atrocities and evil practices in our families. I ask for YOUR forgiveness for my mother’s and father’s bloodline all the way back to Adam. My LORD, there is nothing that justifies these impurities, but I am so glad that there is one person, YAHUSHUA HA'MASHIACH, who has the power and authority to deliver me from these covenants through His Blood and to cleanse my past. FATHER YHWH, I claim the sacrifice of YAHUSHUA and I ask for the cleansing of my bloodline from every form of perversion, fornication, with animals, demons, spiritual beings and vampires. I separate myself and my inheritance from every advantage that I and my family had received by following these practices. FATHER YHWH, I ask YOU for me and my ancestors all the way back to Adam for forgiveness for every covenant that we have made by executing perversion with animals and by entering covenants with demonic beings. FATHER, I desire intimacy with the HOLY SPIRIT~RUACH HAKODESH and the fellowship with YAHUSHUA HA'MASHIACH as well as YOUR Love, the Love of my ABBA FATHER in Heaven. For these sins, guilt and trespasses, resistance and covenants, I confess guilty and I receive YOUR cleansing, forgiveness, and the Redemption of the Blood and Cross of YAHUSHUA HA'MASHIACH. In the name of YAHUSHUA. I proclaim that these things no longer have any power over me and my life, and that they have been trod under the feet of YAHUSHUA forever.

GAMBLING, TRADE WITH TYRUS, MAMMON, SHEBNA, AND LUCIFER
LORD, I Repent for gambling, unrighteous trading and gain, as well as the desire to gain riches quickly. I ask for YOUR forgiveness for my readiness to lose money because I saw a small chance of the possibility of becoming rich through it. But I was not ready to
fulfill my calling, which GOD has laid out for me to gain wealth. I ask for YOUR forgiveness for trading on false altars and gates. I Repent for the trade with Tyrus, Mammon, Shebna, and Lucifer, and everyone else belonging to this circle. I Repent for the unrighteous trade on fiery stones in the heavens and also on platforms in economy and gambling. FATHER YHWH, I ask for YOUR forgiveness that I trusted more in the economy and the banking system, loan sharks, shares and bonds, and other kinds of investments than YOUR provision. I Repent for my desire for riches and fast-gained wealth. I ask YOU for myself and my family for Repentance. YHWH, forgive me my greed and that I held back that money from YOU to keep up riches for myself. I ask for YOUR forgiveness for where money, work, and success were placed before GOD ELOHIM and the building of His Kingdom. My KING, teach me to walk YOUR Righteousness in everything YOU give to me and to administrate according to YOUR Perfect Will and Kingdom. I separate myself from the trading platform with Tyrus, Mammon, Shebna, and Lucifer, and I separate myself from all those trades. My LORD, help me to be a righteous steward to whom YOU can entrust a lot, even authority over cities. Give me a heart that seeks YOUR Kingdom first. I want to believe that YOU will thus add everything else to me. YHWH, I resolve and separate myself from all these claims and I place myself into the rights of YOUR Kingdom, YOUR provision and multiplication on every level of my life.

MOON, WOLVES, LEVIATHAN
I ask for YOUR forgiveness for worshipping the moon and moon phases. Forgive me for every covenant with moons and moons gods. I ask YOUR forgiveness for where we made decisions based on star constellations instead of the HOLY SPIRIT~RUACH HA'KODESH. I divorce myself from the following moon gods. I divorce the north-Germanic moon god Mani, the moon god Thrud, the moon god Heimdall, as well as Artemis, Callisto, Selene, Luna and Diana, Illat, Aiat, the Chinese moon god Chang’e and the Indian moon god Chandra, the moon god Ixchel of the Maya people, the moon god Tawac, and the moon goddess Lakota of the first nation’s people. Please forgive me where I have served these idols in any way or form. I separate myself from idolatry and ask YOU to erase my name and the names of my ancestors from these altars. I do not want any profit from these covenants. YOU alone are my GOD ELOHIM. I want to bring my life into full alignment with YOU and make my decisions by YOUR guidance alone. I Repent for every covenant and contract with the spirit of Leviathan and the Python, as well as any earthly and heavenly beings of darkness. ABBA FATHER, I deny worshipping them. I refuse each one of those covenants and contracts as well as every inheritance from them, and I declare that YOU, YHWH GOD ELOHIM, are the only One who is worthy to receive praise and adoration. I worship YOU alone in my life.

POLITICAL IDEALISM
FATHER YHWH, I ask for YOUR forgiveness for myself and my ancestors all the way back to Adam for partaking in any political idealism that did not reflect YOUR Kingdom, YOUR Righteousness and YOUR justice. I Repent for tribalism, socialism, communism, capitalism, liberalism, anarchism, feminism, atheism, humanism, genderism, environmentalism, islam, and any other ideology that does not reflect YOUR Kingdom. FATHER YHWH, I renounce every political, social and economic idealism and every
structure and form of government that does not give glory to YOUR Kingdom. LORD, forgive me and my family where we have been more actively involved in those ideologies than in the spreading of YOUR Kingdom. Please forgive us where we thought that these ideologies were more important for the world than spreading YOUR Kingdom. I ask for YOUR forgiveness for where we persecuted and distained, and fought against these ideologies and their representatives instead of primarily concentrating on spreading YOUR Kingdom. FATHER YHWH, I confess here and today before the visible and invisible world, and particularly before YOU as a Righteous JUDGE, that my citizenship is first and foremost in heaven and that I support the ideas, laws, and orders of YOUR Kingdom thoroughly. FATHER YHWH, on the grounds of the sacrifice of YAHUSHUA I plead that my bloodline and I will be separated from ever idealism that does not serve the expansion of YOUR Kingdom, YOUR orders, YOUR ideals and moral values. I thank YOU FATHER, that on the foundation of my Repentance, and YOUR absolution and the Blood of YAHUSHUA I have been set free. And he whom the SON sets free is free indeed. And every principality, power, and accuser, has to recognize this in all of eternity.

MOTHER EARTH AND QUEEN OF HEAVEN
FATHER YHWH, I Repent for the contract and covenants and connections to the so called mother earth and the queen of heaven, to witchcraft, and to the occult. I confess my iniquity and the iniquity of my families all the Adam. I confess that we made covenants and treaties with mother earth and the queen of heaven. I ask YOU for forgiveness for every offering that we have brought including baking cookies and cakes for the feast of Jezebel and bringing animal or human sacrifices. I ask for YOUR forgiveness, my KING, that we placed curses on our entire bloodline and thus harmed YOUR Kingdom and the earth. FATHER, I separate myself today from mother earth and the queen of heaven. My FATHER YHWH, I ask that YOU would send YOUR fire on these altars, covenants and contracts, and completely erase my name, my bloodline, and my DNA from them so that no trace or remnant, not even the memory of it, will be found in my bloodline anymore. I proclaim that my name, my bloodline, and my DNA, through the blood and offering of YAHUSHUA HA'MASHIACH that has been completely removed from these altars, covenants and contracts, and that the accuser has no more rights to use them against me in court in YAHUSHUA’s mighty name.

BREAKING THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
My KING and GOD ELHIM, I ask for YOUR forgiveness for the breaking of YOUR laws and the laws of CHRIST, FATHER, forgive us for where we have worshipped YOU and also other gods at the same time, and where we prostrated ourselves before them and served them. I Repent for fabricating and producing pictures of idols. YHWH, I Repent for where my family has spoken YOUR name in vain and even cursed it. I ask YOU for forgiveness for where we did not honor the day of the LORD and thus mistrusted YOUR provision. YHWH, I ask YOUR forgiveness for not having respected my parents and where I considered them a burden rather than a blessing. I Repent for every aversion against my parents because they may have been bad parents, because they left me or they did not take good care of me. No matter what they were like in the past or what they may be like, I want to forgive them now and I want to ask for YOUR forgiveness for
my trespass of not honoring or respecting them. I Repent for every murder that has taken place in my family and I forgive every murderer who has taken lives in my bloodline.

I ask YOU for forgiveness for everything that has been stolen in my family where we have been selfish thieves rather than benefactor. Also I forgive any person who has stolen from me and my bloodline, I do not want restitution from them, but I trust that I will get restitution from YOU, ABBA FATHER. I pray that the sins of these people will be forgiven. I release them from their debt just as I have been released by the Blood of YAHUSHUA. My FATHER GOD ELOHIM, I ask YOUR forgiveness for desiring the wife of my neighbor. I Repent for where I have looked at people lusting and where I have committed adultery with them in my heart or where I even acted it out. I ask for YOUR forgiveness for myself and my family and I ask YOU to give me a clean conscience and clean thoughts. HOLY SPIRIT~RUACH HA’KODESH, help me to keep the Holiness alive which I have received now. ABBA, forgive me of any jealousy and desire for the possessions of other people. I confess my guilt and the guilt of my forefathers that we have begrudged them from their blessings.

**FINAL PRAYER WHEN LEAVING THE COURT OF HEAVEN**

My heavenly, gracious and righteous JUDGE and FATHER YHWH ELOHIM, I thank YOU for YOUR Grace and for YAHUSHUA HA’MASHIACH YOUR SON, by whose blood I have been cleansed and through whom my bloodline has been redeemed. THANK YOU that YOU have given me a heart that is ready to Repent to thus silence the accuser. THANK YOU that YOU have erased my name and any traces, residues, and memories of my bloodline and DNA from contracts, covenants, altars, trading platforms, and any terrestrial or celestial realms and that YOU have burned them up with YOUR Fire. I presented my official Repentance and I Praise YOU that the accuser has no more right in these areas. FATHER YHWH, on the foundation of my testimony, and of the Blood of YAHUSHUA HA’MASHIACH, YOU judged all of it.

THANK YOU that the accuser has no more rights to present them before court in the mighty name of YAHUSHUA. My KING, as I exist YOUR Courts I give YOU Glory, Honor and Praise, and I bow myself before YOU as a confession that YOU are my KING, my LORD, my JUDGE, my GOD ELOHIM and FATHER YHWH. You alone. I love YOU, YHWH: FATHER, SON, HOLY SPIRIT~RUACH HA’KODESH, and SHEKINAH GLORY.

We pray all these things in the Precious, Mighty, Holy, Royal Name of our KING YAHUSHUA HA’MASHIACH,

Amen.